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Friedman on monetary policy implemented by interest rate I

Friedman made the classic critique of implementing monetary policy
by an interest rate
Fed does not know equilibrium interest rate  market rate
Suppose the economy is in equilibrium

mt − pt =yt − βit + εt
β >0
yt =y f

Friedman on monetary policy implemented by interest rate I
Suppose that the monetary authority sets the interest rate

it = itcb
Ignore

εt

I Suppose

εt = 0

So initially

mt − pt = y f − βit
Now central bank wants to set it+1

< it

Real income xed
Prices will not change right away
I Initial value of price level is

p0

I Let the initial value of the interest rate be
I Let the new value be

i0

i1 < i0

I Initial value of nominal quantity of money is

m0

Friedman on monetary policy implemented by interest rate II
The central bank must increase

m

to lower

i

m1 − p0 = y f − βi1
i1 < i0

implies

Now over time

m1 > m0
p

increases because

m

has increased and people spend

more on goods and services
As a result

i

tends to increase back toward i0

The central bank, to keep

i

down, must increase

m

again

This tends to raise prices again
This is not all of the story  things get worse
Eventually, people will notice that ination is higher and

i

will tend to

increase more because the equilibrium interest rate now is above initial

i, i0
The central bank will have to increase

i

down and ination will accelerate

m

at a more rapid rate to keep

Friedman on monetary policy implemented by interest rate
III

Implication: Holding the interest rate down will generate accelerating
ination
Conversely, raising the interest rate and keeping it there will generate
accelerating deation
Lesson: Interest rates set by monetary policy are on a knife edge, on
which being o a little bit can be disastrous

An Alternative Story I
An alternative view, which can be called Neo-Fisherian
Suppose, as above,

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
it = itcb
Add

it = r + Et πt+1
which implies

it = itcb
it = r + Et πt+1
and therefore

itcb = r + Et πt+1
Et πt+1 = itcb − r

An Alternative Story II
This is an equilibrium only if the households respond to
announcements of a change in the central bank's policy rate by
changing their expected ination rate by exactly the amount of the
change in the nominal interest rate
This is not so implausible in this economy
I The real interest rate and real income are constant
I Everyone knows this
I If the central bank has a reputation of always producing the ination

the central bank wants
I And if, as a result, announcements of the nominal interest rate are

interpreted as announcements of the ination rate that will prevail
I Then

Et πt+1 = itcb − r

I Furthermore,

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
I implies

pt = mt − y f + βit − εt

An Alternative Story III
I and because

∆pt = πt
πt = ∆mt + β∆it − ∆εt

I and

cb
πt+1 = ∆mt+1 + β∆it+
1 − ∆εt+1
I This implies

cb
Et πt+1 = Et ∆mt+1 + β Et ∆it+
1 − Et ∆εt+1
I Now

Et πt+1 = itcb − r

which implies

cb
itcb − r = Et ∆mt+1 + β Et ∆it+
1 − Et ∆εt+1
I We have

Et ∆mt+1 = Et mt+1 − mt
cb
cb
cb
Et ∆it+
1 = Et it+1 − it

Et ∆εt+1 = −εt

An Alternative Story IV
I and so this is an equilibrium if

cb
Et ∆mt+1 = itcb − r − β Et ∆it+
1 − εt
I If households expect no change in the policy interest rate, then

Et ∆mt+1 = itcb − r − εt
I and because cb
t

i

− r = Et πt+1
Et ∆mt+1 = Et πt+1 − εt

I and expected ination is related to expected money as we might expect

This is ne for expected ination but what about actual ination?
Recall that

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
it = itcb

An Alternative Story V
In assuming complete credibility, we are supposing that announcing a
nominal interest rate is the same as announcing an ination rate
In terms of an equation

cb
πt+1 = itcb − r = πt+
1
and therefore

Et πt+1 = itcb − r
The demand equation

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
implies

cb
cb
∆mt+1 − πt+
1 = −β∆it + ∆εt+1
Suppose for simplicity that

∆itcb = 0

An Alternative Story VI

Then

cb
∆mt+1 − πt+
1 = ∆εt+1
and

cb
∆mt+1 = πt+
1 + ∆εt+1
Note that

πt+1 = Et πt+1

Complications I

What a lovely world!
What can go wrong?

Deviations from announced ination I
Suppose we still have

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
it = itcb
but now we have

cb
πt+1 = itcb − r + ηt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1
where

(
σ2, t = s
E ηt = 0, E ηt ηs =
0,
t=
6 s

This can be interpreted as a deviation of the ex post real interest rate
from the expected rate or a deviation of the ination rate from the
expected ination rate
I These are the same thing here

Deviations from announced ination II
Therefore

cb
Et πt+1 = itcb − r = πt+
1
Because we still have that

Et πt+1 = itcb − r ,

we still have that

cb
Et ∆mt+1 = itcb − r − β Et ∆it+
1 − εt
If

cb = 0,
Et ∆it+
1

then

Et ∆mt+1 = itcb − r − εt =
and so we have in terms of expected ination and money growth

Et ∆mt+1 = Et πt+1 − εt
In terms of actual ination, we are supposing that

cb
πt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1 = Et πt+1 + ηt+1

Deviations from announced ination III
From the demand for money, we have that

∆mt+1 − πt+1 = ∆εt+1
where I suppose, as before, that

∆itcb = 0

Now we see that

cb
∆mt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1 + ∆εt+1
So far, so good
This is not as good as it could be
This has just supposed an error term and not built one into the model
in a fundamental way

Expected change in interest rates I
Thus far, we have been looking at the equilibrium with no expected
change in interest rates
Suppose there is an expected change in the interest rate
What happens? Does ination change? Presumably yes because the
interest rate has changed
More concerning: Is the expected change in the interest rate and the
implied eect on the real quantitgy of money reected in
I a temporary change in the ination rate?
I a change in the nominal quantity of money?

Suppose

mt − pt = y f − βit + εt
it = itcb
cb
πt+1 = itcb − r + ηt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1

Expected change in interest rates II
With

cb 6= 0,
∆it+
1
cb
∆mt+1 = πt+1 − β∆it+
1 + ∆εt+1
cb
cb
∆mt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1 − β∆it+1 + ∆εt+1
cb
cb
Et ∆mt+1 = πt+
1 − β∆it+1 + Et ∆εt+1

where I suppose that

cb = ∆i cb
Et ∆it+
1
t+1

In this setup, the eect of the change in the interest rate on the
demand for money is accomplished by a change in the nominal quanity
of money
This is a natural consequence of an exogenous ination rate and an
endogenous nominal quantity of money

Expected change in interest rates III

All is consistent with the prior analysis for other periods because

∆mt = πtcb + ηt − β∆itcb + ∆εt
cb
cb
∆mt+1 = πt+
1 + ηt+1 − β∆it+1 + ∆εt+1
cb
cb
∆mt+2 = πt+
2 + ηt+2 − β∆it+2 + ∆εt+2

Unexpected change in interest rates I
Now suppose there is an unexpected change in the interest rate
How will we introduce this?
We are considering rational expectations equilibria so we have to have

h
i
cb
cb
Et it+
−
E
i
t t+1 = 0
1
In other words, people cannot predict their own forecast errors
We will want to distinguish between predictable and unpredictable
changes
The sort of algebra we are using will work better if the changes are a
well dened stochastic process
The process need not be the usual kind of constant variance process
though
The process might have occasional large changes and none much of
the time

Unexpected change in interest rates II
I won't specify that in detail
Suppose that

cb
cb
it+
1 = Et it+1 + ζt+1

Et ζt+1 = 0
This specication for expectations of the interest rate, combined with
a constant expected real interest rate, implies that

cb
cb
πt+
1 = Et it+1 − r
and is consistent with

cb
Et πt+1 = πt+
1
Expected changes in the interest rate are no dierent than before so
there is no reason to repeat that analysis
Now though we can have a dierence between actual and expected
ination

Unexpected change in interest rates III
The interest rate nails down expected ination but the actual interest
rate may deviate from the expected interest rate
What happens to actual ination?
Let's see how far we can get without additional assumptions
Consider unexpected changes in the interest rate
From the demand for money,

cb
∆mt+1 − πt+1 = −β∆it+
1 + ∆εt+1
From the analysis above, it follows that

cb
Et ∆mt+1 − Et πt+1 = −β Et ∆it+
1 − εt
and actual minus unexpected is

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 − [πt+1 − Et πt+1 ]
h
i
cb
cb
= −β ∆it+
−
E
∆i
t
1
t+1 + εt+1

Unexpected change in interest rates IV
Thus far, there has been no specication of how to get from expected
ination to actual ination
The growth rate of the nominal quantity of money can be written as

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1
= [πt+1 − Et πt+1 ]
h
i
cb
cb
− β ∆it+
−
E
∆i
t
1
t+1 + εt+1
Note that

cb
cb
∆it+
1 − ∆ Et it+1 = ζt+1
Therefore

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 = πt+1 − Et πt+1 − βζt+1 + εt+1
This is one equation to determine the two unknowns,

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1

and

πt+1 − Et πt+1

Unexpected change in interest rates V
Suppose that the growth rate of the nominal quantity of money
adapts to the ex post demand for money to maintain

πt+1 = Et πt+1

Then

∆mt+1 = Et ∆mt+1 − βζt+1 + εt+1
Suppose on the contrary that the actual and expected growth rate of
money are equal, i.e.

∆mt+1 = Et ∆mt+1

Then

πt+1 = Et πt+1 + βζt+1 − εt+1
Possible resolution is description of adjustment process
Friedman's spending adjustment
I People want to reduce their money holdings
I So they increase their spending
I The whole point of the liquidity eect is that spending rst increases

on nancial assets
I Households try to use money to buy additional nancial assets
F

The riskfree government security here

Unexpected change in interest rates VI
I Households try to buy more securities, which tends to raise the price

and lower the interest rate
I The central bank supplies the additional securities by selling them
I This reduces the central bank's balance sheet and reserves, thereby

reducing the nominal quantity of money
I As a result,

∆mt+1

adjusts and

pt+1

m

need not

I All of which implies

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 6= 0
πt+1 − Et πt+1 = 0
Alternatively, suppose that households increase their spending on nal
goods and services
I Then nominal income increases because total spending on nal goods

and services equals nominal income
I The increase in nominal income

increases here because

y

p+y

is constant

(in logarithms) implies that

p

Unexpected change in interest rates VII
I Hence

p

increases and

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 = 0
πt+1 − Et πt+1 6= 0
One could of course imagine a case in which spending on both the
riskfree government security and on nal goods and services increase
I This would suggest, with unspecied proportions for unexpected money

growth and ination,

∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 6= 0
πt+1 − Et πt+1 6= 0
[∆mt+1 − Et ∆mt+1 ] − [πt+1 − Et πt+1 ] = −βζt+1 + εt+1

General Equilibrium Analyses

Cochrane found that standard New Keynesian models and DSGEs
with monetary policy can be consistent with this neo-Fisherian view
that raising interest rates will raise ination
Neo-Fisherian analysis not generally accepted
I In fact, can generate harsh reactions
I The importance of the liqudity eect is a strongly held belief

Empirical evidence on Neo-Fisherian View

Crowder
Must discuss orthogonal complement

Conclusion I

I have yet to nd a contradiction or problem
I have not looked at the stability of the equilibrium, which is an issue
I have not looked at learning, either Bayesian learning or regression
learning
The analysis I presented is not a model with optimizing agents
It is consistent with a large class of optimizing models, as Cochrane
shows

Stu I

Leftover stu

cb
∆mt+1 = πt+1 − β∆it+
1 + ∆εt+1
cb
Et ∆mt+1 = Et πt+1 − β Et ∆it+
1 − εt

